
# Category Description Reserve Country
3 E 7 old club books with Foreign (mostly European areas) mint and used and 4 

books of Commonwealth. 11 books total with remainders priced to sell at 
£1,982 and cat much higher

£230 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

5 E 8 old club books with Foreign (mostly European areas) mint and used and 4 
books of Commonwealth. 11 books total with remainders priced to sell at 
£2,136, cat value is much greater!

£250 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

6 E 9 old club books with Foreign (mostly European areas) mint and used and 2 
books of Commonwealth. 11 books total with remainders priced to sell at 
£1,493

£175 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

10 E A selection of 6 early QEII sets to £1, 20/- and $4.60 including countries 
Caymans, KUT (2 first sets), Montserrat, Nyasaland and St. Kitts Nevis, all fine 
mtd mint, Cat £595

£100 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

23 A Black stock book of Commonwealth items, QE2 period into the 2000's STC 
£2,260 and includes Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland and Malta. 

£200 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

25 A Blue 'Wessex Paragon' stock book literally bulging with C/W and World  stamps. 
1,000's of stamps loaded in here and will repay a good sort, ideal for eBayer, 
impossible to describe fully, take care when viewing please.

£175 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

27 A British Commonwealth KG6 - Mostly used collection in a printed red Stanley 
gibbons 'Crown' album. Plenty of spaces but contains 1,750+ stamps, with 20?-, 
$5, $10 and £2 values seen. A decent basis for expansion, Cat £2,500+

£180 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

46 E Commonwealth King George VI only. Small selection of items on 9 stock cards 
and one cover. Most are described with varieties, some with Murray Payne 
catalogue numbers. Countries include Ascension, Fiji, Dominica, Kuwait and 
Falklands. All have descriptive price tags. Selling prices exceed £330. Well worth 
a look if you collect this reign. 

£95 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

47 A Cyprus, Gibraltar & Malta in a dark blue stock book. Mint and used from early 
to 1960's for each country with some better values. Will break well.

£150 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



51 A French Morocco 1914-1950s m & u collection in large brown WHS stock book 
including 1914 vals to 5p on 5f, 1917 to 10f, 1922 Air to 3f, 1930 Surcharges, 
1933 to 20f, 1938 Child Welfare, 1939 vals to 25f, Solidarities, 1950s Airs etc, 
Morocco Agencies QV to KGV m & u vals to 6f on 5/-, Morocco 1956-66 m & u, 
Spanish Morocco m, French P.O in Morocco 1891 vals to 25c u & 1902 vals to 
50c on 50c used etc, all neatly arranges and all identified, condn fair to fine Cat 
£2,000+ (100s)

£310 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

68 Ice cream tub with 1000's of stamps mint and used, Commonwealth with 
several channel islands seen amongst others.

£40 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

75 A Large red 'SG' stock book well filled with ranges of mint and used worldwide 
material includes several miniature sheets and with many interesting items 
thrown in. Looks most interesting and we recommend you look at this. Will 
break well.

£300 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

76 A Large red stock book with many hundreds of stamps and mini sheets. 2/3 full 
but with overlapping contents. Very good variety and with much of interest to 
suit collector or packet maker. Needs viewing.

£160 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

88 B Pink' Shirtmaker, London box with a quantity of worldwide, covers, post cards 
and stationery, includes GB, Australia, South Africa, USA etc. GB includes 
numbered MX cancels on cover, Australian material mostly states, includes 
Queensland £1 on cover. Hungary Airmails on an attractive cover and many 
African postcards. Good lot that will definitely repay research and study. Also 
includes a $2 American Banknote!

£520 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

104 E Small commonwealth selection including Bechuanaland, KGVI sets to 10/- m & 
u plus Basutoland with 1954-58 to 10/-, 1961 to 1r on 10/- and 1961-63 to 1r  
good to fine mtd mint, Cat £490+

£70 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

114 E South Atlantic - Small blue stock book with mint (majority U/M) and used 
material from Falklands, BAT and South Georgia, 1935 to 2000's. Nice clean lot 
with everything identified. Cat circa £525, nice lot for collector or breaking for 
resale. 

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



123 E Yellow folder containing sets, stamps and some sheets, with many earlier 
issues. Various countries mostly Foreign with much being Europe. Detailed list 
accompanies indicating  retail prices totalling £480+ which look very cheap in 
many cases. Viewing strongly recommended.

£190 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

124 S France - A small mtd mint selection of Merson values including 1900 5f SG308 
and 1920 2f Orange & green SG387, 3f Violet & blue SG429, 10f & 20f, SG431-2, 
fresh mtd mint with a few imperfections, still a nice little group, Cat £665 (5)

£90 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

136 B Fiocchi' Box with the Great Britain Philatelic Society, Queen Victoria 'The Plating 
of the Penny 1840 -0 1864' by Roland Brown or Harold Fisher. All 5 volumes in 
good condition and long out of print. Spiral bound, Very hard to find and now 
retail well over £300

£125 ACCESSORIES

155 S 1932 2/6 & 5/- SG89-90 both fine mtd mint, Cat £175 £40 ANTIGUA
159 S SG27a, 2½d ultramarine with variety 'Large 2 in 2½ with slanting foot'. Fine 

mounted mint cat £160
£32 ANTIGUA

160 E Two pages extracted from an old printed album, QV to KGV only, 39 stamps in 
all mint and used with 1/- and 2/6d values and what looks to be a good 
representation of the early QV issues. Clean lot and worth viewing.

£60 ANTIGUA

171 E Collection of Queensland Postmarks on 41 Hagner sheets from KG5 Heads 
onwards. Many scarcer small town post marks and would be difficult to 
assemble, must be easily 2000+ items in this lot.

£85 AUSTRALIA

180 A Substantial Ex Dealer mint and used stock in 2 red 'Marini Clipper' 6 page stock 
books from SG1 to circa 1987. Earlier volume to 1971 has greater depth and 
quantities. Massive catalogue value in excess of £7,500+ and also a 
considerable face value. Although some of the decimal mint issues are 
mounted, they are still available for postage use. Includes Kangaroos to 10/- 
(poor copy), many sets here and higher cat stamps duplicated. Good 
opportunity for reseller. 

£450 AUSTRALIA



183 A New South Wales - 1850 to 1907 collection in green spring back binder. Circa 
340 different items mint and used with minimal duplication other than for 
shades of which there are many. Almost everything is identified by SG catalogue 
number (not guaranteed by us) which appear reasonably correct. Includes many 
nice looking items. Cat value not fully calculated but STC £4,000+. A good lot 
with viewing recommended.

£280 AUSTRALIAN STATES

184 S South Australia - SG271/272, 8d Ultramarine (19mm setting) plus a pair of the 
16½mm setting. All mounted mint. The pair with some perf separation and 
some gum disturbance / adhesions. The left hand stamp clearly shows variety 
'EIGAT for EIGHT', which is unlisted in SG but is very similar to another listed 
variant which catalogues £2,500! Very interesting lot. 

£180 AUSTRALIAN STATES

185 S South Australia, SG204A, £5 perf 11½ - 12½ used with dumb canceller. A rarely 
encountered adhesive, Cat £11,000 mint, unpriced used, although based on 
other values which are priced, we consider likely to be in the region of £1,400 - 
£1,500. Good stamp and rarely offered.

£140 AUSTRALIAN STATES

186 E Western Australia - Postal History 1904 Large envelope OHMS Registered mail 
item to London, bearing 2/- (SG124) cancelled with 'R' in oval, Registered Perth 
cachet and various transit markings on reverse. Cover is creased in every corner 
plus a filing fold, but genuine commercial mail item. Used on cover this stamp is 
rated at 'from x 10' in Part one, so  scarce on cover and minimum cat is £480

£32 AUSTRALIAN STATES

188 E 1933 International Philatelic Exhibition 50g (+50g) Blue value in a fine lightly 
mtd mint miniature sheet, SGMS705, Cat £4,500, scarce sheet

£800 AUSTRIA

191 S 1948 Provincial Costumes complete set of 37 values to 20s, SG1108-44, lightly 
mtd mint, Cat £480

£70 AUSTRIA

192 E 1990 - 2000, three Hagner with 19 different sheetlets of stamps fine U/M. Cat 
£595. Clean lot in very good condition.

£100 AUSTRIA



193 E 2002-2009 Euro denominated issues only in sheetlet / miniature sheet form. 29 
different items U/M. Cat value exceeds £920 and there is a considerable 'Euro' 
face value in this lot. Reserve is we believe below the original face value. Good 
lot from a seldom offered modern period.

£175 AUSTRIA

195 S Lombardy and Venetia, 1858-1862, 5s Orange red (SG19b) and 10s Brown 
(SG20a) as cheapest types, both mtd mint. Cat £1,600

£150 AUSTRIA

199 S 1938-52 £1 Deep grey-green & black on thick paper, SG157, fine mtd mint, Cat 
£250

£50 BAHAMAS

205 E KGV mint & used selection on album pages including 1912-18 vals to 5/- m, 
then vals to 1/- u, good selection of War Tax with mint vals to 1/-, 1921-37 vals 
to 1/- u, 1930 to 3/- m, 1935 WS. Jubilee set m & used etc, condn fair to fine, 
Cat £720+ (c98)

£85 BAHAMAS

207 S SG141h, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d mtd mint with the 'Dot by Flagstaff' variety, cat 
£140

£35 BAHAMAS

213 S 1852-55 (1d) Blue, SG3, very fine used with full 4 margins £55 BARBADOS
216 E 1892-1970s good to fine mint collection on Hagner pages including 1892-93 vals 

to 10d, 1897-98 vals to 2/6, 1906 Nelson vals, 1912-16 vals to 1/-, 1916-19 vals 
to 1/-, 1920-21 vals to 1/-, 1921-24 many vals to 2/-, 1938-47 2/6 & 5/- and 
QEII vals and sets to $2.40 & $10, Cat £1,250+ (c180)

£150 BARBADOS

218 S 1938 set to 10/- SG18-28, fine mtd mint £32 BASUTOLAND
219 S 1938 set to 10/-, SG18-28, fine mtd mint, Cat £130 £30 BASUTOLAND
224 S SG113c, 1935 Silver jubilee 3d value fine mint with 'Lightning Conductor' flaw, 

cat £200
£50 BECHUANALAND

226 A 1861 - circa 1984 mint and used collection in large green stock book. There are 
close to 2000 stamps with very little duplication. Starts with a dozen 1861 
Imperfs, through to modern periods, includes a section of 150+ Railway Stamps, 
noted 1930 Air 5F mint and used and many other sets and values. Value to be 
extracted here.

£130 BELGIUM

236 A Blue printed 'Davo' album with slip case (one peg missing). 1944 - 1980's mint 
and used collection, cat £3,875 with better sets noted.

£190 BELGIUM



242 E 1865 to QE2 on seven A4 pages containing 350 mint & used items. Various QV 
types x 32 mostly used with vals to 1/- x 3 (1/- green is mint); Dry dock types to 
4d used; 1920 and 1921 Tercentenary issues both complete mint; 1935 SJ mint 
and 1936 Pictorial set used; KG^ defs mint with diff printings, includes Key types 
x 16 (2 x £1) etc.; Quite extensive QEII with 1953, 1962 and 1970 sets mint and 
Flowers long set to $3. STC £2,475+

£240 BERMUDA

246 S SG116b, 2/- perf 14¼ line block of four mint, at least two stamps (arguably all 
four) are U/M. usual gum toning for this elusive stamp. Cat £1,400+ A rare block 
indeed.

£130 BERMUDA

247 S SG60x, 1920 Tercentenary, ½d green fine used with Watermark Sideways 
Reversed. Has one blunt corner perf at lower right corner, scarce stamp, cat 
£500

£170 BERMUDA

248 S SG93e, King George V 12/6d, script CA wmk, has the  'Break in lines below left 
scroll' variety, fresh mounted mint, cat £900

£200 BERMUDA

249 S SG96m, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 2½d brown & deep blue with 'Bird by Turret' variety 
fine used with postmark clear of the variety. Cat £325

£50 BERMUDA

276 S 1898-1902 20c Olive-green SG165 fine mtd mint, Cat £325 £50 CANADA
284 A Blue stock book with a KG6 to early QE2 period mainly U/M duplicated stock. 

Includes some blocks etc. Total cat £1,954
£120 CANADA

289 E George V and George VI mainly with just a few QEII, mint ranges on stock 
pages. Modest duplication and will be ideal for approvals dealer. 200 stamps 
which catalogue over £1,225. Clean material.

£36 CANADA

294 S SG174, 1903 1c green block of four mtd mint (1 x U/M) and SG190, 2c Quebec 
mint block of six (4 x U/M), both very fresh, total cat £320

£55 CANADA

297 S SG285/303, 1930-31 set of 16 fine mint. Several including 20c and 50c are U/M, 
the $1 is very lightly hinged. Cat £300 as mounted. Premium set in this 
condition.

£80 CANADA

305 S 1938-48 5/- Carmine lake & 5/- Crimson SG125 & 125a, fine mtd mint, Cat £117 £30 CAYMANS

306 S 1938-48 set including many perfs to 10/- SG115-26 fine mtd mint, Cat £200+ 
(19)

£40 CAYMANS

312 S 1857-59 6d Brown, SG6a, fine used with full 4 margins, Cat £550 £90 CEYLON



318 S Aitutaki 1920 1½d Black & sepia in a fine Plate Proof pair £44 COOK ISLANDS
323 A Black spring back binder with a mint and U/M collection 1880 - 1974. Cat 

£1,400, decent range of sets and values, a few hundreds.
£140 CYPRUS

327 S SG133/143, 1934 Pictorial set of 11 good to fine used, 45pi the most valuable 
stamp has a corner cds. Cat £170

£34 CYPRUS

337 S 1918 Newspaper stamps set to 27ore on 1k, SG197-206, good to fine cds used, 
Cat £225

£50 DENMARK

341 E 1903 to QE2 mint and used on 4 stock page sides. SG27/35 short set to 2/6d 
mint; Later 1908 MCA values to 2/- used with extra shades; 1935 Jubilee set, 
then KG6 1st def set used and second set values to $1.20. Decent lot to expand 
from. STC £515

£44 DOMINICA

342 S 1903-07 short set to 2/6 SG27-35 fine mtd mint, Cat £115 £30 DOMINICA
343 S 1923-33 short set to 5/- SG71-88 fine mtd mint, Cat £217 £50 DOMINICA
351 S South Georgia- 1963-69 set to £1 (Blue), SG1-15, fine mtd mint, Cat £206 £40 FALKLAND DEPS

352 S 1938 KG6 1/- value x 3 different shades mint, cat £168 as cheapest three £40 FALKLAND ISLANDS

353 E A useful mint & used selection on 2 stock pages including 1878-79 1d, 8d u & 1/- 
m, 1891 duplicated vals to 9d u, 1904-12 vals to 2½d m & u, 1912-20 vals to 1/- 
m & used to 2½d, 1921-28 vals to 2½d u, 1929 Penguins to 3d m, 1933 to 3d m, 
1938-50 vals to 2/6 m & vals to 9d used, condn fair to fine, with the odd fault, 
Cat £1,890+ (140)

£180 FALKLAND ISLANDS

355 S SG193/207, 1960 Birds set complete mint, cat 3180 £36 FALKLAND ISLANDS
357 E SG70a, 1919 ½d yellow green 'War Stamp', comb perforation, U/M block of 30 

being the top five rows of the sheet with marginal selvedge on three sides. A 
little perf separation between rows two and three, otherwise fine. Cat £900+ 
(£30 a single stamp). Note with this item indicates position 4 has a 'face flaw' 
and position 15 has a wider gap between 'war' and 'stamp' these are specialised 
varieties unlisted in the SG Cat. Impressive looker.

£120 FALKLAND ISLANDS

358 S SGFR1, 1869 Frank in black on white paper, cut square as removed from 
envelope with good margins all round. A decent impression of this scarce 
marking, which cats £17,000 on cover!

£50 FALKLAND ISLANDS



360 A 1975-2009 99% complete collection in hinge less sleaved Lighthouse album 
with sets, MS's and sheetlets with a few 2003 CTO used, condn fine throughout 
with a Catalogue value in excess of £2,000 (100s)

£140 FAROE ISLANDS

367 S SG512var, 1975 10c Flower definitive in a marginal block of four, completely 
IMPERFORATE, unlisted as such, nice item and of course would be good in a 
thematic collection!

£46 FIJI

368 E 1930s to 1980s mint & used collection on Hagner pages with many sets plus 
some useful MSs f/u, we note  1930s with 1938 Skiing, f/u, 1950s with 
numerous TB issues f/u & u/m, 1960 Stamp Exhibition etc, condn fair to fine, 
Cat £430+

£65 FINLAND

371 A 1849 - 1982 comprehensive chiefly used collection in a Schaubek printed 
album. Many pages complete and includes 1929 Le Havre expo stamp with 
certificate, Good coverage of sinking fund issues and charities (1927-1931). 50F 
Banknote used and good coverage of Dues and Military Franks etc. We note 
1937 Pexip Mini Sheet mint (paper adherence) and also the Citex stamp used 
and also an example on cover. Later sections virtually complete.  
Recommended viewing as it looks to be mainly fine used.

£650 FRANCE

375 S 1918 Red Cross 15c+5c Red & green, SG378, good to fine mtd mint but centred 
a little low, Cat £180

£31 FRANCE

376 E 1920's to 1960's mint and used on stock pages. Includes several National Relief 
Fund sets mint, including 1954 set U/M. Several hundred stamps with many 
identified. Good lot

£110 FRANCE

377 S 1922 War Orphan's Fund 1f on 5f + 5f Blue & black, SG395, top value of this 
scarce set, fine cds used

£55 FRANCE

379 S 1928 50c +25c Brown-red "Sinking Fund", SG467 in a marginal mint (4 stamps 
u//m), block of 7 with 2 stamp having horizontal gum crease (does not show 
from front), scarce multiple, Cat £280

£50 FRANCE

381 S 1947 Air 500f Green SG1013 in a fine mtd mint gutter pair £36 FRANCE



389 A A highly catalogued collection of mint & used in green stock book all identified 
from 1849-1940s, we note 1849 to 1870 imperf vals to 40c, 1869 5f grey u, 
1876 vals to 5f, 1900 vals to 5f m or u, Sowers m & u vals to 35c, 1920 vals to 2f 
m, 3f-20f u, 1924 Olympics m, 1927 Air u, 1928 Sinking Fund m, 1929 Exposition 
Le Havre u, 1930 Air m, 1936 Air to 3f50 m, 1936 Air 50f u, 1937 Museum m, 
1938 Ader 50f m, then a good selection of mint through the 1940s, Cat 
£11,800+ condn mixed in places but many good to fine can be had (100s)

£1,350 FRANCE

392 B Carton including associated areas with 11 A$ size four ring binder albums, 
includes Colonies. Individual volumes for Andorra, Tunisia and Algeria, plus two 
albums of Monaco, the remainder with mostly France and some colonies issues. 
Not much older material but we note miniature sheets and booklet issues. Mint 
and used with good variety. Plenty to check through all on stock pages.

£120 FRANCE

410 S SG493, 1931 Sinking Fund 1F50 + 3F50 green, fine mint, cat £200 £40 FRANCE
412 A Small red spring back album of 'classics' only. Circa 50 pages with a mint and 

used collection of issues from 1849 to 1871 only. We counted over 330 stamps 
in mixed condition. This collection is of French origin and is quite well described 
and written up and with many references to the Yvert & Tellier and Ceres 
catalogues. There is considerable identification of shades / varieties, many of 
which are beyond the scope of the SG listings. We note a few covers and some 
'proofs' as well as many highly catalogued items. Vendor advises that total cat 
value exceeds £20,000, unchecked by us but looks reasonable. With a 
specialised French catalogue there will be finds in this lot, which has been 
reserved at 3% catalogue to allow for condition. We recommend viewing!

£600 FRANCE

414 A Algeria- A comprehensive mint & used collection in black lighthouse stock book 
1924-1970s, we note 1924 vals to 5f, 1926 vals to 20f, 1927 War Charity to 
5f+5f m, 1930 Centenary m, 1939 Pioneers m, 1949 Air u, 1966 Paintings etc 
plus a range of Postage dues and Telegraph stamps, just to mention a few, 
condn fair to fine throughout, Cat £1,690+ (100s)

£225 FRENCH COLONIES



415 A French Antarctica- mint but mainly u/m collection in red stock book 1956-
1990s, we note 1956 to 200f, 1962 Satellite, 1966 Air, 1968 Rockets, 1971 Fish, 
1972 Air 250f, 1974 Alfred Faure Base, Antarctic Tern to 4f, 1981 Fauna, 1989 
Air MS, 1990 Air and 1996 Paul-Emil Victor etc, condn good to fine, Cat £2,400 
(100's)

£450 FRENCH COLONIES

416 E Used collection from a range of 24 different  Colonies on old 'Ideal' printed 
album pages. Good condition for the most part and a total of 911 stamps, 
recommended viewing, a detailed contents list is with the lot. Cat £4,661

£450 FRENCH COLONIES

419 S 1880-81 4d Brown with WMK upright, SG15B, fine mtd mint, Cat £325 £60 GAMBIA
421 S 1922-29 Mult. Script CA ½d to 5/- (less 3/-), SG122-41, fine mtd mint, Cat £220+ £45 GAMBIA

422 S 1938-46 most values to 10/- (less 1/-), SG150-61, fine mtd mint £32 GAMBIA
424 E A QV to KGV mainly mint selection on printed leaves including 1880=93 vals to 

3d, 1898-1902 to 6d m, 1904=09 vals to 2/- m, 1912-22 vals to 1/- m, plus 1/- 
used, and 1921 vals to 10d m, 1922-27 vals to 1/- m, 1935 S. Jubilee mint, 
condn fair to fine, Cat £575+ (40)

£70 GAMBIA

427 S 1840 selection of 4 1d Blacks in various condition including Letters GK with 1½ 
margins, LI with 3 margins (repaired 4th), LK with 2 large margins and  letters 
MC with 4 margins but a repaired thin, all of good appearance, Cat £1,500

£135 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

429 S 1870 ½d Red Bantam, Plate 13, good to fine mtd mint pair with 1 stamp with 
shallow thin otherwise fine, Cat £240

£36 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

431 S 1870-74 1½d Lake red, SG52 Letters FI good to fine mtd mint but centred to 
right, Cat £600

£80 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

432 S 1870-79 ½d Bantam SG49 Plate 9 good used with "76" Duplex cancel, centered 
to right but with no hidden faults, Cat £700

£160 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

434 S Penny Black (JE) with neat red MX cancel. Four margins, close but clear at upper 
right, large otherwise. Vendor says possibly plate 4 (unchecked by us) and STC 
£400

£70 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED



435 S SG1, 1d Intense Black, very good used pair (JG/JH), unplated and cancelled by 
two black Maltese Crosses. JH is arguably 4 margins, close but just clear at right. 
JG is 'touching at top left and close at 'J' square. Cat £1100++

£140 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

437 S SG5, 1840 2d Blue (GL) with 3+ margins tied to a large piece (part wrapper) by a 
black Maltese Cross. Reverse part of the wrapper has an 1842 Weymouth 
receiving / transit mark. Stamp cats £975 minimum used and is a nice looking 
example.

£80 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

438 S SG8 + SG8a, 1841 1d red Imperforate, 2 examples lettered 'TE' and 'MI' the 
latter on blued paper. Both have 3+ margins and cat £1,300

£110 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

439 S 1865-70 5/- Rose used in Callao, Peru with a distinctive "C38" Duplex cancel, 
Cat £450

£90 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

440 S 1867-83 5/- Pale rose Plate 1 SG127, good to fine used with good colour, Cat 
£675

£130 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

441 S 1896-02 ½d Vermilion optd "O.W. OFFICIAL", SG031, good to fine mtd mint, Cat 
£350

£55 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

449 S 1937-38 short set to 1/- Postage Dues, SGD27-33 fine mtd mint, Cat £236 £44 GB KG6

453 S SG476/478c, 1939-1948 high values set of 6 mint, cat £425 £85 GB KG6
456 S SPEC N70t, 10/- DLR printing, overprinted 'CANCELLED' type 24, fine U/M but 

regummed in our opinion. Has a barely noticeable closed 2mm tear at upper 
right corner. Despite the stated shortcomings, this is a rare item, which 
catalogues £3,000+ as mtd, which this is not.

£210 GB KG6

458 S 1954-58 Postage Due set to 2/6, SGD40-45, fine mtd mint, Cat £250 (6) £50 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL
463 S SG536a/539a, 1958 First De La Rue Castles set fine fresh mint £70 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL
468 S SG713/713c, 1966 Christmas 3d value x 10 Marginal U/M blocks of four. One 

stamp in each block is the 'Missing T' variety. Cat £250
£50 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

473 S 1992 Castles (£1  to £3), £5 is an earlier type, set of 5 values in cross gutter 
blocks of four cat £140+

£35 GB QE2 DECIMAL

484 S SG1410/1413, 1988 Castles U/M cross gutter blocks of four from centre of the 
sheet, cat £120

£30 GB QE2 DECIMAL

488 S SGS51/51a 31p Scotland Regional Machin issue  types I and II, type II is mtd, cat 
£150

£30 GB QE2 DECIMAL



496 A An extensive collection of used Machin definitives, Post & Go issues and 
regional issues including pictorial types on printed Stanley Gibbons leaves in a 
maroon padded effect four ring binder. 80% plus of the content is very fine 
used and there were no obvious horrors. Extensive coverage of 'X' and 'Y' 
catalogue numbers with values to £5, then many Post & Go issues up to 2016 
Ladybirds, these issues are hard to fine with full sets. Finally good ranges of the 
various regional issues and pictorial regionals including some miniature sheets. 
High cat value and we recommend viewing if you have gaps in these issues. 
Basically all different not your usual definitive offering! Circa 90 pages.

£110 GB COLLECTIONS

498 A Chinese style stock book, well filled with 1971 Strike Mail stamps. Several 
hundreds from a variety of issuing organisations and locations. A fantastic basis 
for a collection of these issues. Recommended viewing, good lot!

£150 GB COLLECTIONS

503 B One man's QV to circa 1960 collection in 5 albums / binders in a white carton, 
also includes a 2013 SG Concise catalogue. Value in pre-decimal material 
includes over 100 identified 1d red plate numbers; 1924 & 25 Wembley sets 
mint and used; Seahorses to 10/- used; 1934 Photo set mint (no 2½d and used); 
KGVI with mint and used definitive issues including wmk varieties, 1948 RSW 
U/M; 1951 Festival High Vals mint and used. QE2 with good coverage of Wilding 
issues with mint and used plus many wmk varieties all identified. One volume of 
identified Machins used. Well worth a look and we think reserve is very 
attractive.

£70 GB COLLECTIONS

513 S 1963 Lifeboats illustrated and unaddressed First Day Cover with both the 
Ordinary and Phosphor sets tied by clear dated  Fareham CDS cancels

£50 GB FDC & COVERS

548 S German P O in China- 1905-19 2½d on 5m Carmine & black, SG55, very fine cds 
used, Cat £225

£70 GERMAN COLONIES

551 S Mariana Islands- 1901 3m Violet-black, SG24 very fine cds used, Cat £190 £45 GERMAN COLONIES



552 S Marshall Islands- 1901 5m Carmine & black, SGG23, very fine cds used, Cat 
£700

£175 GERMAN COLONIES

557 A Red 4 ring binder with circa 75+ quadrille pages with a mint and used 
accumulation of various states / occupations etc. Commences with Alsace & 
Lorraine, then Baden to Wurttemberg and all places in between. We estimate 
circa 2,000 stamps in mixed condition poor to fine and with many shades and 
postmarks to check. Some stamps have been identified and some cat values 
have been marked in places. Several better values seen.  Viewing strongly 
recommended as there is massive potential here. Cat value must easily exceed 
£10,000+

£375 GERMAN STATES

558 E 1872 attractive assembly of large and small Eagle shields on stock page.20 
different stamps including Sg28 (faults but cat £3,500), overall better than 
average condition.

£60 GERMANY

559 E 1872-1936 comprehensive collection on well filled printed leaves. Used with 
some mint (Wagner set is stuck down), also includes WW1 occupations etc. 
Many 100's and a huge cat value. Worth viewing to appreciate content.

£110 GERMANY

560 E 1933 Wagner's Opera set SG513-21 u/m, some light tones on top values but 
facially fine, Cat £2,750

£360 GERMANY

566 A Bavaria- 1911-1920s valuable collection of mint & used in green Lighthouse 
stock book, neatly arranged with identification labels including 1911-13 vals to 
5m u, 1914-20 vals to 20m, 1914-16 set to 20pf u, 1916-20 Official set to 1m, 
1919-20 optd set to 20m plus imperf, 1920 vals to 75pf, 1920 Official vals to 3m 
etc, Cat £ 4,900+ (100s)

£600 GERMANY

571 A Blue 'Lighthouse' binder with collection to circa 1950 mint and used with 
Germany issues including Ostrapa Mini Sheet fine used and other pre-WW2 
sheets also. Well filled with good sections of third Reich, Saar and Allied 
Occupation issues and has a considerable cat value. Must be viewed to 
appreciate.

£650 GERMANY

574 A East Germany - 1949 to 1970's mint and used collection in a 'Davo' printed 
album (one peg missing). Includes better sets and items, cat £5,000+

£160 GERMANY



580 E Valuable selection on 6 Hagner's of pre-1930 with good to fine used with much 
useful here with a good display of pmks, good inflation issues used with some in 
blocks etc. Starting off with 1872 Eagle issues, small shield values to 5gr & large 
shield values to 5gr and 9k, slight duplication, we note 10 examples of 2½g with 
different pmks, 1880-87 to 50pf, 1899-1900 set to 2m, 1920-21 Bavaria optd in 
Munich with most vals to 10m, 1921-22 vals to 20m, 1922 Munich Exhibition, 
1923 surcharge issues to 2m on 5T (SG274-305) 1923 set to 5md (less 2m 
SG317), 1926-31 Air set to 3m, useful Officials most vals to 60pf (SG0424-41) 
etc. Stamps in general are in good to fine condn. STC.£5,300+  (few 100)

£120 GERMANY

581 E West- 1949-57 fine cds used selection on Hagner page with a good range from 
SG1033-1192, STC £1,390+ (c48)

£110 GERMANY

590 A A mint & used with some duplication in large brown stock book including GB 
used in Gibraltar plus other QV vals to 40c, EDVII m & u, KGV m & u vals to 2/-, 
1931-33 to 3d (perfs), KGVI vals to 2/- m & u, 1953-59 most vals to £1 m, 1960-
62 to £1 m, 1960s Omnibus sets m, then ranges of sets and miniature sheets to 
2000 with many u/m, condn fair to fine PTSA £590+ (100s)

£125 GIBRALTAR

592 A Early to 1970 collection in blue four ring album on Hagner sheets, virtually all 
mint, except 7 x GB used in Gibraltar items at front. Useful QV with SG15/21 (no 
SG18) and later to 2 peseta's and 1898 6d (cat £50). Some KE7 and KGV (30 
stamps), then KG6 mint set to £1 with many extra perfs and some QE2 to finish. 
Decent lot with useful shades to check.

£130 GIBRALTAR

609 S SG145/158, 1953-1959 Definitive set to £1, mint a few are U/M, cat £190 £38 GIBRALTAR

619 S 1940 Postage Due set to 1/6, SGD1-8, fine mtd mint £44 GILBERT & ELLICE
627 E Early to 1935 mint and used collection on leaves removed from an old 'Imperial' 

printed album. Circa 60 different stamps KE7 to 1/- and KGV with a mint set to 
10/- (couple of light tone spots). Clean lot with fresh colours.

£70 GRENADA



629 S SG163d, 10/- slate-blue & carmine-lake (Wide) mounted mint, cat £150 £40 GRENADA

635 S 1938-52 $10 Green & violet, SG161, fine cds used £36 HONG KONG
636 S 1938-52 $5 Green & violet (chalky ppr), SG160ab, fine mtd mint £33 HONG KONG
640 A A QV to QEII duplicated used stock in large red stock book to ca 1980s with 

earlier vals to $2 and many QEII defins to $50 etc, plus some commem sets etc, 
condn mixed, PTSA £1,300+ (100s)

£140 HONG KONG

643 S SG13x, 1863 Queen Victoria 18c lilac, watermark' Crown CC' Reversed used 
with B62 numeral obliterator. A few short perfs, scarce adhesive, cat £1,700

£340 HONG KONG

655 A Red spring back album. Early to 1950 mint and predominantly fine used 
collection. Nice presentation and very good quality including seldom seen 
scarce items, with several miniature sheets. Spectacular lot and worth viewing. 
STC approx. £4,000

£600 HUNGARY

657 S 1920 50a, 1k and 2k, SG128-30, mtd mint with hinge remainder on the 50a, 
others fine, Cat £635 

£130 ICELAND

658 E A fine mtd and u/m selection from 1902-1992 on 6 Hagner pages, we note 1911 
6a-25a u/m pairs, 1920 1k, 1920-20 OFFICIAL vals to 50a, 1921-22 colour 
change set to 40a, 1931-37 1k, 1936 Official to 50a, 1965 100k (Nat. Costumes),  
plus many single stamps and sets ranges to 1992, fine lot, Cat £850+ (few 100)

£90 ICELAND

667 E 1868 - 1909 on Hagner page. 38 different stamps at least 30 are mint. Best 
items are the 1909 issue with complete set of 16 values mint to 30k brown, red 
& gold. These cat over £500 in the Stamps of the World catalogue. Very realistic 
reserve, recommended viewing.

£80 IRAN

669 S 1937 2/6 to 10/- SG102-4, fine mtd mint, Cat £450 £90 IRELAND
670 A 2007 to 2016 U/M collection in a boxed 'Davo' hinge-less printed album with a 

good degree of completion. 
£250 IRELAND

671 B A varied but useful loose accumulation of various booklets with definitives to 
commems plus u/m sets in packets,  housed in Clarks shoe box ranging from 
19800s to 2010, with slight duplication including many self-adhesive issues etc, 
inspection advised with very high catalogue value, nice lot (100s)

£185 IRELAND



678 S Tuscany- 1851 9c Purple on grey SG22 fine mint 4 marginal example close to 
right but huge to left, not guaranteed by us but would make a superb filler and 
has been suggested this may be a 'Fournier forgery', Cat £22,000, if genuine, 
nice looker

£50 ITALIAN COLONIES

679 S Parma, 1852/1853 used selection of nine items on small stock card in mixed 
condition, no certs so caution applies. STC £3,100 if genuine

£50 ITALIAN STATES

680 S Sardinia - 1851 to 1863 stock card with 18 items with some possible reprints as 
always with these but some genuine for sure. STC £12,850 if all genuine.

£120 ITALIAN STATES

681 A 1850-1859 substantial mint and used collection from classic 'States' issues from 
virtually all territories, then a well filled collection on Lighthouse hinge less 
leaves. Includes many complete mint commemorative sets including scarce  air 
mails from the 1930's continuing to 1959 mainly mint in this period. 
Astronomical catalogue value and not many gaps. Condition is well above 
average throughout. Essential viewing!

£2,400 ITALY

682 E 1862-1936 collection on printed Ideal leaves with well filled classics and later. 
Mainly used with some mint. Of note range of Kingdom of Italy embossed 
m/u,1863 King Victor Emmanuel II to 2L used, High cat 5c and 40c mint no gum 
(stuck down), 1879 defins to 2L used with 25c blue mint (£950),1890 surcharge 
set mint, Parcel post surcharged set m/u,1891/97 to 5L used,1910 Garibaldi set 
mint ,Plebiscite set mint,1923 Fascist Black Shirt set mint,1933 Balbao Airs 
triptych set fresh mint(£340). Generally good condition with earlier variable and 
some mint part stuck down. Original unpicked lot with huge cat.        

£170 ITALY

683 S 1863 Postage due 10c Yellow imperforate, SGD68 fine mtd mint with 4 large 
margins, scarce stamp, Cat £2,250

£450 ITALY

684 S 1870 Postage due 10L Mauve & blue, SGD39, fresh u/m, Cat £250 £50 ITALY
685 S 1870 Postage due 5L Brown & blue, SGD37, fresh u/m, Cat £250 £75 ITALY
690 S SG784, 1951 Milan Fair 55L Blue fine U/M, cat £130 £30 ITALY



691 E  Early to KGV mint or used collection on printed leaves from old album.  We 
note pineapple wmk issues to 1/- used plus later QV to 5/- mint. KGV to 2/- 
mint (2 diff). In total 82 different stamps. A nice one country starter.

£70 JAMAICA

701 S 1904-07 2r Dull & bright purple SG27 and 3r Grey-green & black SG28 good to 
fine mtd mint, Cat £165

£32 KUT

703 S 1938 KG6 50c value, Perf 13x11¾ mint. Looks like six potentially different 
shades (only 4 listed in SG). Also the same stamp Perf 13x12½ with and without 
dot SG144e and SG144ea mint. Large cat value, one stamp has a gum crease 
and noted a few tone spots. Ideal research lot which will repay correct 
identification. (8 stamps)

£80 KUT

704 S 1938-54 10c Red-brown & orange Perf.14, SG134c, lightly mtd mint, Cat £130 £36 KUT

706 E A good to fine mtd mint selection on Hagner page with 1922-27 vals to 5/-, 
1935-37 short set to 10/- and KGVI set to £1, Cat £710+

£140 KUT

707 E A mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1890-95 vals to 4r m, 1896-
1901 m & u vals to 8a, 1907-08 vals to 25c u, 1922-27 vals to 2/- u plus 2/50 m, 
then KGVI vals to £1 used etc, Cat £560 (130+)

£60 KUT

709 S B.E.A 1896-1901 short set to 1r, SG65-75, good to fine mtd mint, any faults will 
be minor, Cat £233

£50 KUT

710 S British East Africa- 1895-96 to 12a (less 8a), SG49-58, mtd mint, Cat £216 (9) £36 KUT

714 S 1938 KG6 10/- value x two mtd mint, cat £200 £70 LEEWARD ISLANDS
715 S 1938-51 set to £1 (less ½d & 10/-) SG95-114c, fine mtd mint £30 LEEWARD ISLANDS
719 S 1924 1½f Blue, SG73 fine cds used, Cat £160 £32 LIECHTENSTEIN
720 E 1929-30 fine cds issues on album page including SG92-5 Accession SG96A-107A 

set to 2f Perf 10½, STC £1,770 (15)
£180 LIECHTENSTEIN

721 E 1936-37 fine used selection including SGMS153, 154-67 set to 1f50, SG168, 175 
and SG183-6, STC £690+ (26 + 2 MS)

£65 LIECHTENSTEIN

725 A Black 'Corbitt's' stock book with 1956 -1986 issues in sheets fine U/M, total cat 
value is £2,056, will make  a great addition to collection or could be broken for 
resale. Nice lot.

£180 LIECHTENSTEIN



728 E 1921-52 selection on stock cards all fine used better stamps, we note Europa, 
Child Welfare sets etc, STC £2,100+ (100+)

£180 LUXEMBOURG

732 S BMA- 1945-48 12c Bright ultramarine SG10 in a fine used marginal Plate 1 block 
of 15 (with slight perf splitting), fine multiple, Cat £330

£50 MALAYA

736 S Penang - 1957 set, nine values all overprinted 'Specimen' between two 
horizontal bars U/M. Unlisted SG and not seen before

£50 MALAYA

743 A 1862 - circa 2003, mainly Used collection in a green 'Utile' binder. Many 
hundreds and lots of sets, KG6 looks complete in basic stamps and several part 
sets of QV and KG5 also with better values spotted. Nice lot with good run 
through's. Vendor STC £2,500+

£250 MALTA

744 A 1882-1974 mint and u/m collection in sleeved Davo album with many sets 
including 1885-86 to 1/-, 1886 5/- (tone spot), 1903-04 set to 1/-, 1921-22 vals 
to 2/-, 1922 to 5/- (less 2/-), Multiple Script CA set to 10/-, 1926 to 10/-, KGV to 
10/-, optd "Postage and Revenue" to 10/-, 1935 S. Jubilee, KGVI sets to 10/- 
including "Self-Government", then a good range of QEII sets with Postage Dues 
at back of album, condn fair to fine with a few minor imperfections on the 
earlier material, Cat £2,000+ (100s)

£190 MALTA

749 E A QV to KGV mint collection on stock pages including 1885-90 2d to 1/-, EDVII 
vals to 5/-, KGV vals to 5/- plus Postage Dues 1925 vals to 1/- with many low 
values being u/m, Cat £960+ (140+)

£60 MALTA

751 A KGVI to 2015 with mint used but mainly u/m modern housed in 2 sleeved Davo 
albums with a very solid range of sets and miniature sheets and 2012 WWII 
sheetlets, also a good range of mint Postage Dues from 1925-1973 with vals to 
1/6, high catalogue value (100s)

£180 MALTA

754 E 1858 to 1950s mint & used on stock pages including 1858-62 (6d) Vermilion m 
& u, 1862 6d m, 1863-72 vals to 1/- u, 1878 Surcharges used, 1883-84 vals to 
24c u, 1900-05 vals to 15c u, other surcharges mint, 1921-26 vals to 20c m, 
1921-34 vals to 20c m, KGVI vals to 25c mint etc plus a few QEII, condn fair to 
fine Cat £1,100+ (220+)

£70 MAURITIUS

755 A 1859 to 1969 used collection in a red 'Simplex' spring back binder. A few 
hundred with some better. Cat £2,634 (in 2017). Worth viewing

£220 MAURITIUS



760 E 1885 to 1948 fully identified and priced ex dealers stock on old stock book 
pages. A few hundred mint and used stamps. We note SG5 mint (cat £500); 
SG10 used, sound with heavy cancel (Cat £2,750), 1940 Red Cross set mint (cat 
£200); 1948 Bosio set mint (cat £150); Many other items cat at £30+. Total 
catalogue £7,480 advised by vendor. Valuable lot which is very sensibly 
reserved.

£375 MONACO

761 A 1891-1979 a mainly mint collection in sleeved printed Davo album including 
1891 vals to 50c, 1942 National Relief, 1951 Radio then from mid 1950s to 1979 
with many complete sets including Air and miniature sheets with better at back 
of album, condn fair to fine Cat £2,000+ (100s)

£140 MONACO

762 E 1980 Olympics  Miniature Sheets (set of 2), limited edition superb U/M, Yvert 
11/12, cat 770 Euros, a rare thematic item, had a very substantial initial retail 
cost of circa £300 the pair. Consequently there were not large numbers sold 
and they are scarce. Unlisted SG as these were not sold at face value originally. 
Reserve is well under half the original cost!

£55 MONACO

775 E George V to QEII mint (more so) and used collection on five stock page 
sides.1935 SJ mint; Good KG6 definitives including different perfs and 1st QE2 
Def set mint and some later QE2 long sets also. STC £585

£55 MONTSERRAT

778 A Blue 'Compass' stock book with a mint and used accumulation, some in 
duplicated quantities and including some blocks. In excess of 700 stamps, clean 
lot

£160 MOROCCO AGENCIES

792 A 1898 to 1960 only, selection of  covers in Green four ring cover album.  Includes 
commercial mail items, with many first flight covers as well as FDC's from 
1930's and 40's including 6 FDC for 1937 Coronation plus QE2 first definitives 
original values to 10/- on FDC. An 1898 letter to USA plus a 1906 Christchurch 
Exhibition Postcard with 1d value affixed and Exhibition postmark. Flight covers 
with many interesting covers. In total there are circa 90 items here and with 
many pre 1954 items a considerable cat value. Recommended viewing, not your 
usual cover lot

£150 NEW ZEALAND



794 S 1906 Christchurch 6d Pink & olive-green, SG373 mtd mint with small thin at top, 
Cat £200

£40 NEW ZEALAND

795 E 1915-30, 8d Plate proof in black on ungummed and unwatermarked paper in a 
complete sheet 0f 120 stamps. We note plate number 40 in upper left hand 
margin. Some marginal creases, otherwise fine. A very scarce survivor in this 
format. SG427var

£180 NEW ZEALAND

797 S 1926-34 2/- Blue and 3/- Pale mauve, SG469-70, good to fine cds used, Cat 
£230

£55 NEW ZEALAND

805 A KG6 & QE2 duplicated mint and used stock in a well filled blue 64 sides stock 
book. Starts at SG628 through to SG1299 including many sets and top values. 
Will be a considerable cat value here and looks very reasonable. Quantity will 
easily be 2,000+ stamps

£90 NEW ZEALAND

806 A KG6 to 1983 used collection in two red spring back albums with quadrille pages. 
Also some earlier QV onwards back of the book material, i.e. Officials, Post Due, 
Life Insce and Postal Fiscals. We note £3, £4 and £5 postal fiscals used amongst 
others (assumed fiscal cancels). There are several covers in this lot also. Must 
be 80 - 100 written up pages, generally a very clean collection with mainly nice 
copies. Good basis.

£275 NEW ZEALAND

808 E Mint & used collection on stock pages from 1898 to modern including EDVII vals 
to 8d m, KGV vals to 1/- m, 1920 m & u vals to 1/-, 1935-36 vals to 1/- m, 1936-
42 m & u vals to 3/-, 1940 Centenary m & u, 1947-52 to 3/- m, QEII vals to 10/- 
u, then many issues to 1979 with much u/m plus 1936-61 Officials used vals to 
2/- etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,400+ (few 100)

£100 NEW ZEALAND

816 S SG97, 1d carmine-vermillion Chalon, wmk 'NZ' used space filler with no 
margins, cat £350

£30 NEW ZEALAND

818 E Small selection of Chalons including 1855-58 2d Blue SG5, 1857-63 6d Brown & 
light brown, 1862-64 6d red brown SG43 plus 1/- (perf) SG80, other stamps 
between 3-3½ margins, good to fine used, Cat £1,470 (5)

£110 NEW ZEALAND

820 S 1910 set to 15c with extra 5c & 6c, SG95-105 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £560+ £80 NEWFOUNDLAND

821 S 1928-29 set to 30c (less 2c), SG164-78 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £170+ £30 NEWFOUNDLAND



823 S 1938-51 set to 5/- including many perf variants, good to fine mtd mint, SG49-
59, Cat £340+ (31)

£36 NIGERIA

824 A Large brown stock book with mint and mostly used duplicated ranges from QV 
forerunner areas to 1980's. Many hundreds including higher face values and 
with good postmark interest throughout. Cat value exceeds £2,000 according to 
vendor.

£60 NIGERIA

825 S Niger Coast- 1897-98 2/6 Olive-bistre SG73 fine mtd mint, Cat £95 £30 NIGERIA
826 S 1920 6d Red brown & green in fine Plate Proof pair, SG42 £44 NIUE
827 S 1925-27  4d Black & violet, SG47 with just the centre printed-Vignette-, u/m 

pair
£44 NIUE

829 A 1979 - late 1980's  mint collection in Blue Stanley Gibbons 'Plymouth' album. 
Includes several blocks and unusually several Aerogrammes which are seldom 
seen. Over 60 pages seems very reasonable.

£80 NORFOLK ISLAND

832 S SG104, 10c brown & slate-lilac mounted mint, cat £150 £40 NORTH BORNEO
833 S SG106, 12c Crocodile Perf 14½-15 mounted mint, cat £225 £60 NORTH BORNEO
837 E SG43a, 8c yellow-green, complete sheet of 50 stamps, couple of hinge marks in 

margin on reverse, affecting only one stamp.  Had been hinged to album page 
but has been carefully removed.  A couple of gum bends and natural curl as the 
gum has shrunk over time. A rare survivor in this format, cat £32 per stamp 
(mounted), so Cat £1,600++ as this is with one exception fresh U/M.

£325 NORTH BORNEO

838 S SG57, 6c on 10c blue, unused without gum (as usual - see catalogue note), a 
couple of tone spots at upper left, cat £200

£34 NORTH BORNEO

839 S SGD87, 6c Violet Postage Due fine used, cat £160 £46 NORTH BORNEO
841 S SG18f, 1935 Jubilee 1d Fine used with the 'Diagonal Line by Turret' variety, cat 

£130
£32 NORTHERN RHODESIA

842 S SG18g, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d mtd mint with 'Dot to left of Chapel' variety, cat 
£375

£90 NORTHERN RHODESIA



843 E A fine mint but largely u/m collection on Hagner pages ranging from 1889-1997 
with many sets including better, we note 1909-29 vals to 40ore, 1926-34 vals to 
60ore, 1940 to 5k, 1947 Tercentenary set, 1950 Paralysis Fund, 1957 Tourism, 
1959 set to 10k, 1960 Refugee, 1969-83 King Gustav V to 50k, just to mention a 
few plus 14 Miniature sheets, Cat £1,550+ (100s)

£200 NORWAY

844 A Green stock book with and early to modern accumulation. Mint and used 
including many booklets and with better items. Cat £3,970, a really nice lot very 
sensibly reserved.

£200 NORWAY

847 A Tan 'LIndner hinge-less album with a1928 - 1988 U/M and used collection. 
Several hundreds and Cat £1801.

£150 NORWAY

855 S Bahawalpur- 1948 Colour change 10r Red-brown & green, SG38, lightly used 
block of 4, Cat £220

£40 PAKISTAN

857 S SGO14/O26a, 1948 Official set good used, cat £130 £40 PAKISTAN
865 A Blue four ring binder with an ex dealer priced stock 1988 to circa 2010, mainly 

U/M with many sets and mini sheets. Difficult country to source.
£100 PNG

867 S Papua - SG145, 1932 £1 black and olive-grey fine used, cat £180 £70 PNG
868 A Papua - Stock of Lakatoi issues 1916 - 1931 mint and used on Hagner sheets. 

Many better values and varieties including several 'postace' types. Cat some 
while ago at £3,000+ and likely more now.

£390 PNG

871 S SG751b, 1995 65t on 60t Tourism U/M strip of three. Top stamp has the 
overprint value omitted, Nice variety. 

£32 PNG

874 E An early selection of used on large stock cards, we note 1855 vals to 50r etc 
plus 1870 vals to 300r all used in various condition, very high catalogue value 
(dozens)

£55 PORTUGAL

876 A Large Brown album with a huge dealers stock mint and used 1853-2000, well 
filled with a range of classics to start, then 1894 Navigator set and scarce St. 
Anthony set (both fine used); solid range of Ceres and Commems including 
1920 Independence sets and continues on with later period mainly U/M or fine 
used. Several thousands

£680 PORTUGAL

884 S 1910-13 1/- P.14, Black & pale blue green, SG152 with "Gash in Ear" variety, 
fine used

£60 RHODESIA



885 S 1910-13 2d Black & slate grey SG128 and 2d Black & grey-black SG130, both 
good to fine mtd mint, Cat £160

£32 RHODESIA

891 S A small mtd mint selection on stock card from 5d to 1/- including SG141a, 144, 
149 and SG152, Cat £225 (4)

£45 RHODESIA

892 E Mint & used selection on stock pages with useful here we note 1892-93 to 1/-, 
1892-94 to 8d, 1896-97 to 4/-, 1897 to 8d, 1898-1908 vals to 3/-, 1909-12 used 
vals to 10/-, 1910-13 vals to 6d with Perf 14 & 15, 1913-19 vals to 2/- plus a few 
Dies & perfs mint, a few QEII values to £1 mint etc, Cat £1,750+ (150)

£90 RHODESIA

893 S SG280a, 1917 ½d on 1d rose-carmine mounted mint, a couple of curtailed perfs 
including one corner perf. A rare stamp, cat £1,200

£300 RHODESIA

897 B Early to 1973 Only in 12 four ring binders on 'Prinz' pages. Some duplication but 
many different stamps and sets, mint and used. Well worth checking out as 
there is potential for finds. We counted the albums and took about 30 seconds 
looking at this one. Looks to be a good basis for expansion and continuation. A 
few thousand stamps for sure.

£120 RUSSIA

898 A Large 64 sides brown stock book with a mainly U/M collection 1968-1979, well 
filled with stamps and miniature sheets, believed to be largely complete.

£100 RUSSIA

899 S SG34, 1899 4c on 6c green / green, fine CDS used, key stamp in set, cat £120 £35 SARAWAK

901 E SG8/21 (except 15), 1888 - 1897 set (missing 10c) mounted mint on album page 
(13 values). Some evidence of light toning to some values, normal on this issue 
due to prevailing humidity, generally better than average. A difficult set to 
assemble, cat £600+

£110 SARAWAK

903 S 1938-49 1r Yellow-green SG146 lightly mtd mint, Cat £160 £32 SEYCHELL
ES

904 E 1938-49 complete set to 5r, SG135-49, fine mtd mint, Cat £550 (25) £90 SEYCHELLES
907 S SG131a, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1r U/M with the 'Extra Flagstaff' variety, cat £200 £50 SEYCHELLES

916 S SG81a, 2r25c with the 'Split A' variety mounted mint. One pulled perf at lower 
left. Rare stamp Cat £1,100

£200 SEYCHELLES



918 S 1859-74 6d Dull purple, SG1 fine mtd mint, Cat £250 £65 SIERRA LEONE
926 E 2013 to 2017,16 different Sheetlets / Miniature sheets very fine used c.t.o. All 

contain four stamps and attractive thematic subjects, i.e. Corals, Shells, 
Animals, Red Cross, Concorde, Martin Luther King, Pope Francis etc. Full list 
with lot detailing Michel, Yvert and Scott catalogue numbers. Very nice lot, this 
modern period not often seen. Face value is $612 in local currency. Nice lot

£24 SOLOMON ISLANDS

929 E Mint selection on Hagner page including 1903 vals to 2r, 1921 to 3r with some 
gum toning, 1942 vals to 3r, 1951 set to 5/- on 5r and 1953-54 to 10/-, Cat 
£460+

£60 SOMALILAND

931 E 1930-1934 issue between SG44b and Sg49, 15 se-tenant pairs includes one 
block of four identified on Hagner sheet. All are used several with circular 
postmarks, includes three x 2/6d value of which two are fine used. Good lot                                                                       

£46 SOUTH AFRICA

932 E 1941-1946 Large War Effort (SG88/96) , significant study of this issue both mint 
and used, including several blocks in the correct se-tenant variations where 
appropriate. Includes the various shades, mint U/M and used, there are many 
sets and some marginal pieces. Some different printings identified on 10 album 
pages and a few stock card sides as well. A most interesting study lot for 
continuation

£150 SOUTH AFRICA

938 S 1953 10/- and £1, SG90-1, both fine cds used £30 SOUTHERN RHODESIA
942 S 1864-80 2d Yellow Type B, Perf 14, SG28, fine mtd mint £36 ST. HELENA
947 S 1936 set to 10/- with additional 1d & 1½d (perfs)), SG113-24, fine mtd mint £36 ST. LUCIA

949 E A mint & used collection on stock pages including 1864-76 vals, 1891-98 vals to 
1/-, 1902-03 vals to 3d m, 1904-10 to 3d m, 1912-21 vals to 1/- m, 1921-30 vals 
to 1/-, 1936 to 2/6 m, 1938-48 many mint vals to 5/-, 1953-63 to $2.50 and 
1964-69 to $2.50 mint etc, condn fair to fine Cat £750+ (190+)

£70 ST. LUCIA

955 S 1951-61 set to 50p, SG123-39, fine mtd mint £36 SUDAN
956 E  Early to 1935 only, Small mint collection on seven printed album leaves. In 

correct se-tenant pairs where required. Comprises circa 40 different pairs plus a 
few single issues. Nice starter lot.

£70 SWA



960 S SG49/54, 1927 set of six se-tenant pairs, mounted mint, cat £180 £36 SWA
968 A A mainly used collection in large wine red stock book from 1858-2018 including 

1858 vals to 50ore, 1862-72 17ore, 1872-79 vals to 1RD, 1874-98 Official vals to 
1k, 1874-89 Postage Due vals to 1k, 1910-19 to 5k, 1903 5k P.Office, 1916 & 
1917 surcharges, 1918 Land storm set m & u, 1920 Air mint, 1921-36 to 145ore, 
1924 8th UPU vals to 50ore, 50th UPU vals to 30ore, 1936 Tercentenary to 1k 
etc, then a very good solid range through to 2018, condn mixed, Cat £5,300+ 
(100s)

£280 SWEDEN

970 S SG146/160  1925 8th Postal Union Congress set fresh mounted mint (15v) with 
hinge remainders. Good set, Cat £750+

£180 SWEDEN

971 A Superior used collection in two  blue spring back binders from 1855 Skilling 
values to 6k; 1856 Stockholm local; well filled classic ranges to 1900; 1916-1918 
overprints; Both 1924 UPU sets complete etc. Very well filled and written up 
with later issues to around 1974 and also a solid offering of back of book 
material including service issues and a few varieties. A very good one country 
offering.

£1,000 SWEDEN

977 A Black 22 ring binder with slipcase with a fine used collection of Pro Juventute 
issues (1912 - 1994) and Pro Patria (1938 - 1994). Looks to be virtually complete 
for the period and a substantial catalogue value - just the Pro Juventute issues 
to 1927 cat over £1,000. Several hundreds and a very clean collection. Must cat 
£2,000+

£100 SWITZERLAND

980 A Green spring back binder, early to 1950's mint and used collection plus a few 
covers. Better seen and apparently STC £600+ many years ago

£200 SWITZERLAND



984 B Small White envelope box with circa 200 stock cards, being fully described 
auction lots. There are many mint and used items with some duplication (max 
of 5 of any item). These were for sale a while ago as many of the cat values are 
now higher and the cards annotated as such. There are many items priced 
above £50 and the total catalogue exceeds £12,500 according to vendor. Based 
on a cursory look we would say this is probably correct indeed may be a little 
understated. Most of this lot is issues prior to 1950 and there are many good 
items to be found here. Condition is generally good although there will 
doubtless be faults to some. Recommended viewing, this will break very well 
for resale.

£500 SWITZERLAND

995 S 1885-96 a small duplicated good to fine mtd mint selection on 2 stock cards 
with ½d SG20(6), 1d SG21(5), 4d SG22(5) 6d SG23(9), 1/- SG24(3) and 1/- 
SG24c, Cat £200+ (29)

£36 TOBAGO

1002 E Mint and used collection on five old printed album pages. Circa 120 mint and 
used stamps, with early imperf & rouletted types through to Edward VII 5/- and 
10/- values, also postage Dues for period (7 values). Clean lot for continuation / 
expansion.

£80 TRANSVAAL

1013 E Spiral bound book 'The history & Postal History of Tristan Da Cunha by George 
Crabb (published 1980). Scarce item seen on eBay at £127

£60 TRISTAN DA CUNHA

1014 S Scarce Printed Matter Stamps, SGNI50/NI54. Stamps of 1892 overprinted 
'IMPRIME' representative set of five values used. A decent looking set, the odd 
fault but a scarce set to assemble, five values, cat in excess of £2,300 in the 
Stamps of the World and attractively reserved. rare

£225 TURKEY

1019 S 1869 10c Orange & 12c Green, SG118-9 both with "Cork" cancels and grilled 
gum, with no hidden faults, Cat £320

£60 USA

1020 S 1869 15c Blue & brown, SG121 good to fine used with "Cork" cancel, Cat £250 £50 USA

1022 E 1980's to 2000's U/M collection on Lighthouse printed leaves for coils, perf 
variations etc. A few hundred including blocks and sets, with values to $5. Good 
lot.

£100 USA



1055 A 1929 - 1984 collection in Lindner printed album. A few earlier issues used but 
predominantly mint with much U/M thereafter. Fairly comprehensive in the 
later periods and in reality only a few highly catalogued issues missing. Some 
better in situ  including the 1952 stamp anniversary sheetlet of four. Several 
hundreds here and includes some of the Air issues. A very good collection of it's 
type.

£150 VATICAN

1056 A 1929-1982 U/M collection in a red printed Lighthouse hinge-less album. Only 
missing the 1934 surcharge set of 6 stamps, otherwise complete includes the 
1948 Air Pair, 1949 Air, 1935 Judicial Congress set and 1933 set and the good 
1952 Centenary Miniature sheet. Lovely condition throughout. Total cat (list 
provided) is £5,189. Excellent one country offering, good throughout.

£375 VATICAN

1066 E Bahawalpur - 1949 U.P.U. set SGO28b/O31b, perf 17½ x 17 (the good perf), in 
part sheets of 40 sets U/M. Cat £360

£44 WHOLESALE

1069 A IRELAND - Large dealer folder with U/M commemoratives with some 
duplication. Several hundreds if not 1,000 or more stamps. Many sets with 
duplication in places. Some  self adhesives / booklets noted. This lot contains 
over 100 Euros face value as well. Clean material throughout, ideal for resale.

£75 WHOLESALE

1071 A Luxembourg - Ex dealer stock of National Welfare Fund sets  from 1946 to 1961 
in blocks / sheets. Complete for every year and either 15 or 25 sets of each. All 
U/M and huge catalogue value of £9,316, Good lot. Potential for reseller / 
dealer

£375 WHOLESALE

1074 E 1980 Football sheetlets, SG617-24 with perf and imperf, fine u/m £80 YEMEN
1075 E 1933-64 fine used ranges on Hagner sheets with some light duplication 

including useful sets, STC £840 (few 100)
£55 YUGOSLAVIA

1078 E QE2 period, mostly fine used selection (a few U/M) with several sets plus odd 
values, cat £173, very clean lot with all items clearly identified by SG catalogue 
number.

£30 ZAMBIA


